Chapter No. 92: Greater Kansas City

The professional chapter in Kansas City demonstrates their hometown pride by treating members to an inside look at the impact industrial engineers are making on the area. Over the last few months, chapter members toured the local prominent distribution centers of JC Penney and the United States Postal Service.

This Fall, Kansas City members will get the chance to fully appreciate the fruits of Frito Lay’s labor after touring the plant and tasting fresh chips straight from the production line.

Gaining energy from the previous year, the chapter is continuously focused on growing local membership and diversifying the chapter leadership team. Through organizing networking socials, along with the industry tours, Kansas City chapter members are steadily working towards their goals.

For the upcoming future, the Kansas City team is hoping to secure a tour of the Worlds of Fun amusement park to receive an exclusive view of the Plant Snoopy expansion that will add 5 new rides to the park.

In April, the chapter will connect with local university students from Kansas State University and University of Missouri for Mentor Day. This event will be held at the home of the 2015 World Series Champions, the Kansas City Royals, at Kauffman Stadium.

The leadership team for the Kansas City chapter is exploring additional options for tours, networking and speaking events. If you are interested in contacting the chapter with your ideas, or would like to partner with the members, reach out to the team at kansascityiie@gmail.com.

KCIIE USPS Distribution Tour in January